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order out of the secondary school maze by establishing three grades of schools in
descending order along class lines: first grade schools of the boarding type in which
boys of the professional and upper middle classes could be prepared for the universi-
ties; second grade schools in which boys of the shopkeeper, mercantile, and trading
classes, and well-to-do tenant farmers could prepare up to age sixteen for middle-level
occupations; and third grade schools in which boys of small tradesmen, artisans, and
tenant farmers could obtain an education up to age fourteen.
Even these suggestions apparently were too radical, however. Parliament largely
ignored the report and passed instead the Endowed Schools Act of 1869, which
appointed a commission to help the endowed schools to make more satisfactory plans
for managing their own endowments. Public administration of "public" schools was
too radical a step along the road to modern education for England to take in the
middle of the nineteenth century.
With all the intellectual activity and scientific progress in Britain during the
Enlightenment, it might have been expected that the English universities would have
been leading the way. However, academic tradition and the tenacious hold of the
Church of England and the aristocracy kept the English universities behind the times
throughout most of the eighteenth century. Despite a few brilliant names, such as
Newton, Gray, and Blackstone, the favored studies at Oxford and Cambridge continued
to be the classics, logic, and scholastic philosophy. Some gains were made in introduc-
ing Newtonian science and mathematics, especially at Cambridge. Chairs in chemistry
were established at both Oxford and Cambridge as early as 1685; modern history was
established at Oxford in 1724; and a tripos, or honors examination, in mathematics
was established at Cambridge in 1747. But these were relatively small ripples in the
great sea of classicism. There was no effort to train professionals for government
service by direct study of the political or economic sciences as in Germany.
However, the Scottish universities were able to make major reforms by the
middle of the eighteenth century. At Edinburgh, the professors of Latin, Greek, logic,
and natural philosophy were joined by professors of mathematics and moral philos-
ophy, who gave lectures open to voluntary attendance. By 1750, the courses of study
in the arts at Edinburgh and Glasgow were far more modern than those in the English
universities. The utilitarian spirit of reform at Aberdeen involved recognition of such
activities as writing, bookkeeping, and French. Here, then, are early evidences of
modern trends: the impact of the new science upon the arts curriculum; the valuing of
useful, or practical, subjects as equivalent to the older studies of a liberal education;
and the actual practice of the voluntary, or elective, principle.
The English universities began to recover a measure of their old vitality with the
beginning of the nineteenth century. Oxford reformed its examination system from
within so that a student needed more adequate preparation for passing his examina-
tions. Honors courses in mathematics and classics were designed to permit greater
specialization than the regular "pass courses" and to provide added inducements for
the student to attain a high degree of scholarship. At Cambridge, mathematics
continued to gain in importance during the early nineteenth century; it had been the
first subject in which a tripos (honors-course examination) was held (1747). Then

